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NOTE: If in monitor mode 1, once key is 
turned to the “on” position you have 4  
minutes to take a test.  Failure to take a 
test will result in a violation
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At 5th violation a 72 hour countdown to 
service lockout will begin
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SERVICE SCHEDULE:

Start Vehicle

Press # 3 to show the 
violations you have

Possible Outcome

VIOL Alcohol detected at .02

or above

You have  6 minutes to take a retest

You have  6 minutes to take a retest

You have  6 minutes to take a retest

You are alerted 5 days 
prior to your scheduled 

appointment

= Tamper with device

1 (800) 880 3394 

Hand is covering exit vents on back of unit

In Hawaii, drivers are required to pull over to side of road to take a retest!

TAMPER

FAIL Alcohol detected at .02

or above

72 hour countdown
to bring vehicle in

After 72 hours:

After 72 hours:

WARN Alcohol detected 

below .02 threshold 

* Automated lockout code process:

1.) Press # and 0 (wait for prompt)
2.) Enter code 00360430
3.) Press #

A final 6 hour time window will be given to 
reach service center,  then vehicle will lock 
out permanently and require a tow in.

# Use automated lockout 
code process 

or call 1 (800) 880 3394
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